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MET/Con
The door opener to attractive markets

Today’s world of massive overproduction of commodity
grades means it’s crucial – particularly for steel producers
– to break into new, more profitable markets. Included
here are:

The automotive industry ... with growing demand in
developing countries and for new, lightweight designs

The aircraft industry ... with huge increases in air traffic
Infrastructure ... with a need for modernization in the
U.S. and Europe, plus ongoing development in emerging
economies
The gas, oil, and public utility industries
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MET/Con

This is what MET/Con stands for:
Easing your entry into profitable markets to help you
succeed
Increasing your prime quality yield to ensure lasting
profitability
Avoiding material losses to save you both money and
resources

You can rely on our 230 experts with longstanding, first-
class experience in the production of advanced materials
such as:

carbon steel
stainless steel
aluminum

Whatever your wants and needs, they are not only on call
for you but also give you the right support and training.
Topics include: 

Plant performance and technical features
Operational skills and organization
Grade books → Alloy composition and treatment
Quality → Planning – Control – Improvement – Grading
Market access → Certification – Qualification –
Approvals

Whether you require off-site (classroom training and 
documentation) or on-site (production location) support,
we provide it along the whole process chain. That covers,
for example:

liquid steel to galvanized sheet
electric-arc furnace to stainless steel
ingot casting to final heat treatment of aluminum

These materials are used in prime-quality markets
such as:

automotive
aerospace
electrical applications
packaging
pipes & tubes
vessels and more

Now, there is a better way for you to tap into lucrative 
markets. Our team consists of some 80 internal and 
150 associated, highly qualified experts with outstanding
skills, expertise, and experience. All of them come from
various fields of steel, stainless steel, and aluminum pro-
duction. That’s a sound basis for steering you on a course
to success.

Also included in our portfolio of expertise are related fields
such as the production and development of consumables
used in the metallurgical industry.

MET/Con focuses on advanced steel and aluminum grades
that make all the difference between leading global players
and the rest. What’s imperative here are: the right equip-
ment, plus the know-how to produce the qualities your 
customers want.

Crucial to your success:
The right equipment
Production expertise
Market access

Opportunities available beyond the metal commodity market

80 SMS group Experts
150 Associated Experts
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MET/Con
Service structure and portfolio

5 keystones on the way to quality excellence

There are not only these five main fields of services – our keystones – 
but we also provide market analyses, technical and commercial feasibility
studies, and master plans. All this strategically boosts your corporate
development. We usually perform these investigations in cooperation 
with associated companies.

Fit for purpose?
Essentials and helpful features for your products

Best operational practices, proven organization examples,
required staffing, and workplace descriptions

Plant & 
equipment

Organization & 
operations

Metallurgical
processes

Quality 
management

Market 
access

Seamless description of chemistry, thermal treatment, metal
forming, and surface treatment – defined in grade books

Quality planning
Quality control
Defect analysis and countermeasures
Quality grading – PQA software

Support with certification and part approvals by end users
of sophisticated steel grades

Raw materials  |  Melting  |  Refining  |  Casting  |  Hot rolling  |  Cold rolling  |  Processing
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MET/Con

Our plant & equipment keystone identifies the type of
equipment and the level of performance you need to be
technically able to produce the products you want. We
break these down into the must-haves and should-haves
required to reach your goal. So, to begin with, our experts
generally assess your technical processes to establish
what your existing equipment can do. This involves analyz-
ing your current situation based on on-site inspections as
well as questionnaires. More often than not, it’s necessary
to check process performance from the very first relevant

step – usually the melt shop – through to the final produc-
tion unit. That’s because you can never save a bad slab in
the finishing stage!

We aim to find out what you can do with your existing
equipment, what you need to do to reach the next level,
and what alternatives are available to you. Here is how we
examine whether there are different ways to manufacture
the same product. Usually this boils down to a simple
decision: “CAPEX versus OPEX”.

This aspect comprises services to improve the skills of
your operators as well as your plant organization. Both are
essential for final customer approval.

Obviously, your personnel need the very best training
before they can produce top-quality products. That’s often
underestimated, yet your success depends on it. Why?
Because your operators must keep processes within the
small tolerance windows crucial for final quality. This is
where our experts come in. They instruct your staff and
demonstrate the best practices of the world’s premier 
producers.

Naturally, technical process assessments are key here.
Equally necessary are often organizational process analy-
ses to identify what changes you need to implement for
final customer approval. That leads to a so-called gap
analysis. Gap analyses compare findings with industry 
regulations, e.g. TS 16949, or with specific OEM require-
ments. You’ll only break into restricted markets if your
company meets the required qualifications.

Also available to you is comprehensive documentation 
on how to operate or manage the different areas of pro-
duction, quality management, or qualification.

Keystone Plant & Equipment

Keystone Organizations & Operations 

Keystone Metallurgical Processes

This is all about grade books which contain the formulas
for specific materials – chemical composition, heat treat-
ment, atmosphere treatment, required reductions, coating
treatment, special treatment, and special consumables.
These books detail proven production processes for the
various grades, optimized for a given plant and process
architecture. All plants are different, so these formulas
provide the best available starting points, but may still
need fine-tuning to your individual circumstances.

Grade books describe successful production processes
assuming these basic conditions are met:

Suitable equipment and proper maintenance
Good operational skills and plant management
State-of-the-art quality management

Chemical composition
Thermal treatment
Reductions
Chemical treatment
Atmospheres
Surface treatment
Consumables
On-site verification

Get the full picture – 
from melting to final processing

Our expert team’s excellent track record helps you
succeed as a prime product supplier



This comprises three main elements that ensure consis-
tent, first-class product quality:

Quality planning: creates a production plan with 
a focus on product quality

The quality planning principle is usually supported by 
IT systems and integrated in the production planning
process. It allocates products to correct or proven plant
and process routes and avoids production errors.

Quality control: determines what, where, how, and
how often you check product quality characteristics

The product and process control system plans each
production step to minimize complaints from the next
internal or external client. Included here are laboratory
location and equipment checks. It’s also possible to get
quality control supported by MET/Con’s Product Quality
Analyzer system. Our PQA system determines grading,
release, blocking, and new assignment of pre-material
or final products.

Quality improvement: leads to defect catalogs of each
production step

Typical root causes of defects, countermeasures, and
on-site support.

Part approval
So you are always on the safe side because our eminent
experts help you with part approval and acceptance.
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Keystone Quality Management

Uncoated bare spot due to locally oxidized alloys on
the steel substrate – and how to avoid this defect.

Fender                                                                         Shock tower                                                                  Hood
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MET/Con

Our studies take into account the material demand of industries
and regions, the required dimensions, and current trends.

Keystone Market Access 

Here you benefit from our services
that ease your entry into restricted
markets such as the automotive mar-
ket. Original equipment manufactur-
ers demand more than just technical
capabilities. They also expect you to
implement effective quality manage-
ment practices. 

These requirements may be industry
standards such as TS16949 for the
automotive sector, or manufacturer-
specific. That’s why MET/Con sup-
ports you with gap analyses of both
technological and organizational
qualifications. Furthermore, we train
your internal auditors or provide com-
prehensive support and prepare your
audits. Customer standard            Brand standard              Industrial standard

Legal regulations

Individual 
customer 

regulations

Common manufacturer
specifications:

General quality management
standards

Laws Rules

Breakdown of automotive steel
surface finishes

Hot rolled
unexposed

15 %

Steel used in automotive
applications

Cold rolled
exposed

2 % Hot-dip galv.
exposed

7 %

Electro-galvanized
unexposed

4 %

Hot-dip galv.
unexposed

49 %

Cold rolled
unexp.
13 %

Electro-galv.
exposed

10 %

MET/Con also provides master plans
and feasibility studies for expanding
and growing your company. Specifi-
cally, we take into account attractive
future markets, technical trends,
application trends, and regional
aspects.

Even more, we analyze market trends
and carry out CAPEX, OPEX, and
time-schedule examinations to vali-
date feasibility studies and invest-
ment plans. This is useful not only for
new equipment and plants, but also
for smart modernizations.
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MET/Con
Supported products

Stainless steel 

Aluminum 

Carbon steel 
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MET/Con

Tube and pipe
API X70 and higher
API X65 HIC – SSC
TM rolled plate material
Low-temperature vessel steel grades

Electrical steel
HiB high permeability grain oriented
CGO conventional grain oriented
NGO fully processed
NGO semi processed
NGO motor laminaton

White goods
GI, GF, GL, AlSi, and ZnMg coatings
Color coatings

Packaging
Tin plate T2 up to DR 10
DWI material

Automotive
Hot and cold strip
Exposed and unexposed
GI, GA, AlSi, ZnMg, and uncoated

Carbon steel products

Now you can relax because we support your produc-
tion of almost all modern advanced steel grades.

Structural steels 
Cold forming steel grades
ULC cold forming steel grades & HS-IF steel grades
(incl. automotive exposed)
Bake-hardening steel grades
HS phosphorus-added steel grades
HSS – micro-alloyed steel grades
AHSS – multiphase steel grades (DP, TRIP, CP)

UHSS – martensitic steel grades
Hot-forming steel grades
Tin plate
Weather-resistant steel grades
Pipe grades
Shipbuilding steel grades
Container steel
Hot strip for direct applications
Electrical steel grades (ML, NGO-SP, NGO-FP,
CGO, HiB)

The complexity of your steel production depends not only on the grades, but also on the
final applications. Below we present our main services, listed according to industries:
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Household goods
Austenitic steel for corrosion-resistant, non-hardened
products requiring good formability (e.g. food industry)
Ferritic steel for corrosion-resistant, non-hardened,
inductive heating applications  (e.g. cookware)
Martensitic steel for hardening (e.g. cutlery)

Architecture
Austenitic steel for corrosion-resistant applications with
excellent surfaces
Duplex steel with added nitrogen for better corrosion
resistance
Ferritic steel

Chemicals and offshore
Austenitic steel for corrosion-resistant, non-hardened
applications requiring excellent formability and ductility
Duplex steel with added nitrogen for better corrosion
resistance
Ferritic steel for heat-resistant applications

Medical and pharmaceutical
Austenitic steel for corrosion-resistant applications
requiring excellent formability and surface quality
Duplex steel with added nitrogen for better corrosion
resistance
Ferritic steel for heat-resistant applications
Martensitic steel for hardened surgical equipment

Automotive 
Austenitic steel for corrosion-resistant applications
requiring excellent formability and surface quality
Ferritic steel for corrosion and temperature-resistant
applications (e.g. exhaust systems, λ-probes, engine
components)

Stainless steel products

MET/Con offers support in the following stainless
steel markets but also in the market sectors for eleva-
tors and escalators, transport, turbines and energy:

Austenitic steels
Ferritic steels
Martensitic steels
Duplex steels
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MET/Con

Automotive
Exposed and unexposed
5000 and 6000 series
EDT finish
Mill finish
All temper grades

Aerospace
2000 series for structural parts
7000 series for aerospace parts

Packaging 
1000 series for technical foils and 
household goods and foils
3000 series for can bodies
5000 series for can ends
8000 series for household foil

These are the main application fields of MET/Con devices for rolled aluminum products:

Aluminum products

MET/Con offers you the full range of expertise
for most aluminum grades

1000 series → Packaging – technical foils – 
architecture
2000 series → Aircraft structural parts
3000 series → Can bodies – household appliances –
profiled buildig sheet

4000 series → Motor parts
5000 series → Automotive non-exposed – can ends –
pressure vessels – architecture – ships
6000 series → Automotive exposed – trains – ships 
7000 series → Aerospace applications – defense 
8000 series → Fins for heat exchangers - household
foils – semi-rigid container 
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MET/Con
PQA Product Quality Analyzer

PQA supports your quality
decisions:

Is the material suitable for
further processing or supply?
Huge savings due to early
repair or reallocation.

PQA is available for all 
materials:

carbon steel
stainless steel
aluminum

Our PQA system helps your quality inspectors decide
whether pre-material or finished material is good enough
for the next step. That avoids any buildup of substandard
material in front of the production facility, including the
shipping storage area. Here is how this saves you money:

No unnecessary processing costs
Material savings due to early reassignment
Material savings due to early repair advice
Top quality yield for higher customer loyalty

It’s true that PQA can be applied to just a single produc-
tion step. But the full benefit unfolds when you examine
the entire production chain. That’s because:

Quality never develops only in the final production
stage!
Quality evolves along the whole process chain!

yöldkjgl hyöldoghyod kjövfkjy
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MET/Con

PQA combines production know-how and our quality execution system (QES).
Integrated in this QES system is a software that logs and processes the quality-
relevant data from all connected plant sections. It comes from the market
leader.

– a member of SMS group

MET/Con’s Quality Rules plus QuinLogic’s QES =

Reliable, high-quality yield

The quality logic and quality rules draw on our longstanding experience.

Here is how it works: First, your quality department together
with MET/Con checks and tests rules against existing data,
then you apply the rules.

Rule
Database

Archive
Data

LogicDesigner

Rule Design
Feedback
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LogicDesigner

Screenshot

Production Quality Monitor Decision
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Quality monitoring → 
Getting processes back on
track before quality suffers

Quality data interface → 
Real-time information

Expert support screen → 
What’s wrong and what to
do!

Early advice in case of 
nonconformities → 
Available at a click

Material tracking collates all the
quality-relevant production data of
the product – usually a coil – and
visualizes correlations. Depending on
the plant sections integrated, track-
ing can cover the entire production
route. It enables your quality depart-
ment to identify the root causes of
process nonconformities.

Material tracking → 
Product genealogy and data
correlation

Projection of all measured product data on the same
reference length

Yet the PQA system does more than
merely analyze the intermediate or
final product quality. 
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Quality decision support

Early identification of
unsuitable material

Real-time product preview

Material tracking – all coil
data at a glance

Statistical evaluation

Reporting

Lower cost – higher yield –
better quality

MET/Con PQA



MET/Con
Metallurgical Plant & Process Consulting GmbH

Ivo-Beuker-Strasse 43 
40237 Düsseldorf, Germany 
info@metcon-gmbh.de
www.metcon-gmbh.de

“The information provided in this brochure contains a general description of the performance characteristics of the products concerned. The actual products may not always have these
characteristics as described and, in particular, these may change as a result of further developments of the products. The provision of this information is not intended to have and will not
have legal effect. An obligation to deliver products having particular characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract.”
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Ensuring you don’t produce substandard
material means you save both resources
and costs. It’s the most ecological way to
be economical!


